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Summary - Pilot Area Analysis Laagraven
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------Within the Dutch Water Defence Lines, some areas can be described as highly dynamic. In these areas, concrete spatial developments are planned for the near future, such as housing, infrastructure and business or
industrial development. The Nomination Dossier stipulates that the core qualities that stem from the Outstanding Universal Values in these highly dynamic areas shall be described in area analyses. These will have to be
considered for decisions on future developments. One of these highly dynamic areas is Utrecht-East, in which
Laagraven is situated.
The goal of this area analysis is to answer these three questions;
 Exactly what are the core qualities of the waterline in Laagraven?
 What are the starting points for spatial planning that stem from the New Dutch Waterline?
 Which directions for spatial developments in this area can be distinguished?
Laagraven as an area within the New Dutch Waterline is important, because it is part of the whole military
defence system. The determining properties of the proposed World Heritage are the Strategically Deployed
Landscape, the Water Management System and the Military Fortifications. There is no distinction between
important and less important areas or elements. However, there is a difference in intactness, distribution and
coherence of the elements that together make up the core qualities. Based upon this, Laagraven is divided
into three different zones. For each zone, the manifestation of the core qualities is described. The zones are
displayed on the map Zoning Core Qualities Waterline Landscape Laagraven. The starting points and directions of development in Laagraven are described in this report. This makes the area analysis a building block
for further development of vision and spatial plans in this area. For any spatial development, the various interests in the area should be considered.
Description of Laagraven
Laagraven is situated at the East side of the urban areas of Utrecht and Nieuwegein and to the
Northwest of Houten. The area is confined by the
A12 motorway to the North, the A27 motorway in
the East and the Amsterdam-Rhine channel in
the South. The whole of Laagraven is situated
within the boundary of the proposed UNESCO
World Heritage. The land use in Laagraven is
quite diverse.
In this area, there are two recreational parks with
lakes, a golf course, an industrial estate, a castle
and agricultural land. On one side, the landscape
can be described as fragmented, messy, affected, busy and lacking a strong identity. On the
other side, the area still has many elements of
the New Dutch Waterline, is rich in green spaces,
and the openness of the former inundation plains
is still recognisable.
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Dynamics in the A12 zone
Laagraven is part of the A12 motorway zone between the junctions Oudenrijn and Lunetten. This zone is considered as a candidate location for development of housing, businesses, infrastructure and viability, to accomodate the needs of the strongly expanding Metropole Region Utrecht. The Draft National Strategy on Spatial
Planning and Environment specifies this zone as ' Search area for large-scale development locations'. In the
concept Strategy on Spatial Planning and the Environment for the province of Utrecht (including decree), the
A12 zone is appointed as 'search direction integral development for housing and businesses'. In the scope of
the MIRT Study Metropole Region Utrecht (Multi-year Infrastructure, Spatial Planning and Transport Programme) and the Project A12-zone, the area's development opportunities are being examined. Also relevant
to this zone is the decision of the MIRT administrative consultation.dynamic

Core Qualities based on the Outstanding Universal Value and space for development of Laagraven
Around the crucial position of Laagraven for the greater part of the Waterline in Utrecht East, three zones can
be defined (see map 'Zoning Core Qualities Waterline Landscape Laagraven'):






Inside the concentration zone the specific ‘functioning’ of the New Dutch Waterline is best experienced.
Here, the core qualities and accompanying elements are found in relatively large numbers, concentrated,
quite to very intact, and in coherence.
In the zone waterline landscape - general there are generally less concentrated waterline properties present than in the concentration zone. The core qualities are of course specific to the waterline's system but
more inconspicuous (which is how it was meant, originally). There is no expression of military purpose; the
zone is mostly made up of inundation plains.
The zone waterline landscape - safe side consists of the area on the inside of the main defence line. Thus,
the zone is part of the area that was defended by the waterline and does not have any specific waterline
properties.

Based upon this zoning, two starting points are defined in this area analysis, based upon the qualities of the
Dutch Water Defence lines:
1. The core qualities shall not be affected. Not only in a physical sense, but also regarding visual integrity
'Affecting core qualities' in this context means: part or complete destruction of built objects, intersection,
building up, planting or excavation of elements of the New Dutch Waterline landscape. 'Loss of visual integrity' means visually affecting the proposed World Heritage by new developments, be it within or outside
the boundaries of the proposed World Heritage. Conservation of visual integrity maintaining the visibility of
the coherence of the system and the lines of sight between the elements. It is also of great importance
that the scale of any development will be in line with the scale of the waterline's elements.
2. Spatial developments shall strengthen the core qualities. This means responding to the core qualities in
such a way that developments add quality to the area and the way it is experienced. For example: plans
not only make use of the natural and open character of a large part of the area, but actually strengthen the
core qualities of the New Dutch Waterline. The area analysis Laagraven contains a map that shows opportunities for spatial developments that can strengthen the core qualities.
Toward an area analysis of Utrecht-East
The ‘Area Analysis Laagraven’ is a pilot in which the cooperating provinces, the National government, and the
quality advisory team of the New Dutch Waterline have formulated an approach for future area analyses. Also,
for Utrecht-East as a whole. This area is, roughly indicated, situated between the Utrecht Ring and Schalkwijk.
It can be divided into the following sub-areas: Northern Ring road Utrecht; Utrecht Science Park / Rijnsweerd
up to fort Blauwkapel; Amelisweerd / Rijnauwen Vechten and Schalkwijk.
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With this area analysis of Utrecht-East and the future area analyses for other highly dynamic areas, the site
holder aims to clarify the way of conservation of the proposed World Heritage, in the context of the pressure of
potential future spatial developments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and goal
For the Laagraven Area in the province of Utrecht, an area analysis regarding the
New Dutch Waterline was made.
The goal of this analysis is to find the answers to three questions:
 What exactly are the 'core qualities' of the Waterline in the Laagraven area?
 What are starting points for development of spatial plans regarding the New
Dutch Waterline?
 Which development directions can be identified in this area?
The reason that this area analysis was made is the Nomination Dossier for the Dutch
Water Defence Lines, that The Netherlands submitted to UNESCO in Paris in January 2019. The Dutch Water Defence Lines consist of the Defence Line of Amsterdam
and the New Dutch Waterline. The Defence Line of Amsterdam was awarded the
World Heritage status in 1996, the New Dutch Waterline is now nominated as an
extension of the existing World Heritage site. The goal of this nomination is to have
one World Heritage site: the Dutch Water Defence Lines. The provinces in which the
Waterlines are situated are responsible for the conservation of this unique heritage.
The ambition is to realise a harmonised protection regime for the whole Dutch Water
Defence Lines site, to ensure the conservation of the core qualities. These core
qualities manifest themselves differently in different situations, depending on the
context, and so a fitting approach is essential for every situation.
Within the Dutch Water Defence Lines, several so called 'dynamic areas' can be
defined. In these areas, spatial developments such as housing, infrastructure and
economic activities will occur in the near future. Regarding the Nomination Dossier, it
is of importance to identify the core qualities of the New Dutch Waterline in these
dynamic areas. The instrument for this is the area analysis, which offers a clear insight of what should be taken into consideration. One of the dynamic areas is the
Eastern part of the province of Utrecht. Within this area, several sub-areas are identified, such as the A12-zone. Laagraven is a part of this sub-area.
In the public version of the Nomination Dossier, which is titled 'Dutch Water Defence
Lines - Water as an ally', this process is described as follows: ‘In some highly dynamic areas there are many spatial developments. ‘Area analyses’ are being carried
out for these specific areas. This allows a more precise description of the specific
core qualities and outstanding universal value that have to be taken into account for
these developments.’
The goal of the Laagraven Area Analysis defines that the analysis will concentrate
itself on the New Dutch Waterline. Of course, there are other cultural heritage qualities, but these will only be described indirectly. The same goes for the qualities of the
landscape.
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1.2 Method
The area analysis was made along the following steps:


Brief description of the area: classification of the present spatial character of
Laagraven;



Description/Analysis of the core qualities of the New Dutch Waterline at
three spatial levels; the waterline as a whole, Utrecht East and Laagraven;



Further analysis of the Waterline landscape Laagraven: we have defined
zones and will look at the development direction per individual zone.

Steps 1 and 2 are elaborated upon in chapters 2 up to 5.
Chapter 2 is a classification of the present spatial character of Laagraven.
Chapter 3 briefly describes the core qualities and the accompanying elements of the
Waterline as a whole.
Chapter 4 zooms in on the New Dutch Waterline in Utrecht East as a historic and
spatial context for the Waterline in Laagraven. The regional Waterline landscape
map displays the main characteristics of the present situation in Utrecht East. (on
page 16).
Chapter 5 analyses the specific properties of the Waterline in Laagraven (elements,
functions). The position of the area in the whole of the Waterline is also described.
The map 'Waterline landscape Laagraven' (on page 24) shows these properties.
Step 3 is elaborated upon in chapter 6
Chapter 6 offers a more detailed view of the Waterline's elements: which elements
are well preserved, which less so? In which areas a concentration of values can be
found? How to consider these values when potential developments arise? What
starting points and principles have to be considered when potential developments
arise?
Around the crucial position of Laagraven for the greater part of the Waterline in
Utrecht East, three zones can be defined:


concentration zone;



Waterline landscape zone - general;



Waterline landscape zone - safe side.

The zones are drawn on the map 'Zoning Core Qualities Waterline Landscape Laagraven' on page 26. The starting points, directions for development and its principles
according to the New Dutch Waterline have been determined.
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2 LAAGRAVEN
2.1 Present situation
Laagraven is situated at the Eastern side of the city of Utrecht and Nieuwegein, and Northwest of Houten.
The Eastern side of Laagraven is part of the municipality of Houten, the Western side is part of Nieuwegein.
The area borders on the A12 motorway in the North, on the A27 motorway to the East, on the AmsterdamRhine canal and on the Laagravenseweg/N408 in the West. The Koppeldijk/ Heemsteedseweg mainly
forms the border between Houten and Nieuwegein. The main entries and exits for motorised traffic are the
Laagravenseweg/N408 and the Houtenseweg-Utrechtseweg/N409. Walkers and cyclists can iuse the cycle
routes that cross over and under the canal and the motorway. These also serve as the main recreational
connections.
The use of the land is very diverse: two recreational parks have been made out of former sand quarries, the
industrial estate Laagraven is situated in the Northwest. The remaining area is mainly in use for agriculture
(meadows, greenhouses, orchards). The Southernmost area is home to castle Heemstede and a golf
course.

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF THE LAAGRAVEN AREA WITH STREET NAMES (OPENTOPO, PDOK)
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2.2 Character of the landscape
In 2011, the municipalities of Houten and Nieuwegein have drawn up the Integral Vision
Landscape Laagraven East. This area is the exact same as the area in this analysis.
Therefore, we incorporate this vision in our area analysis Laagraven:
1. THE SEARCH FOR COHERENCE

Laagraven East is an area that has two faces. It is fragmented, messy, busy and lacking a strong identity on one side... and on the other side it possesses beautiful parts,
boasts a wealth of interesting stories and has many quiet, green places! One only has
to discover these, unfortunately not many people do. It is a pity that these places are
unknown to many, and because of this, some of the remarkable cultural historic and
landscape qualities of the area may come under pressure. Therefore, an important
role for the Integral Vision Landscape Laagraven East is to show that Laagraven East
has many beautiful places and qualities, that demand a (new) strong coherence.
2. LANDSCAPE OF CONTRASTS

The landscape of Laagraven East is rich in contrasts. Ancient and modern, a built
environment and open landscape, quietness and business, nature and recreation
often clash here, which works in an estranging way. The area was never really designed this way, with love, starting from an integral vision. This can be explained by
looking at the position of the area, like a peripheral city zone, jammed in between
infrastructure. It is important to maintain the charmin aspects of the extremities in the
area.
The close vicinity of the open landscape and the city and their contrasts is a great
quality. Sometimes though, the meeting of infrastructure and an attractive landscape
and historical quality and modernity are quite cold and hard and deserve more love
and attention design-wise.” (p. 21).
Source: Integral Landscape Vision Laagraven East, H+N+S Landscape architects, 2011.

LAAGRAVEN, PRESENT SITUATION
(GOOGLE EARTH)
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INVENTORY OF THE LANDSCAPE ACCORDING TO THE INTEGRAL LANDSCAPE VISION LAAGRAVENEAST, 2011 (p.22)
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3 DUTCH WATER DEFENCE LINES, OUV AND CORE QUALITIES
3.1 Dutch Water Defence Lines, how does the system work
The New Dutch Waterline and the Defence Line of Amsterdam are bot waterlines. Their main principle is
inundation (flooding) of the land, so the enemy is unable to reach the defended areas. The water literally
keeps the attackers at bay. A waterline has a 'safe' inner area and an 'dangerous' surrounding area outside.
The dangerous area could be inundated. Between them, there is a line (Main Defence Line) that often follows the edge (inundation border) of the area that could be flooded. The Main Defence Line closes off the
safe area. In vulnerable places, such as canals, rivers, roads and railroads, defence structures such as
forts and batteries were built to safeguard the potential accesses. These accesses were often impossible to
inundate.
The supply of inundation water is transported via an array of sluices in rivers and canals.
Great lengths of these main lines of the Dutch Water Defence Lines are still visible in the Dutch landscape.
Still, the lines do not show a perfectly uniform image. The system needed to be adjusted and refined over
time, as a consequence of the terrain properties and types of landscape, but also as a reaction to the development of military techniques..

3.2 Core Qualities bases upon the OUV
A World Heritage site has Outstanding Universal Value (OUV). The heritage is therefore unique and irreplacable. This OUV for the Dutch Water Defence Lines consists of three core qualities:
Strategically deployed landscape: Main Defence Line, inundation plains and barriers, accesses, prohibited
circles and wooden houses;
Water management system: waterways and inundation canals (rivers, inundation- and supply channels),
dikes and quays (river dikes and polder quays), inundation sluices (main inlet sluices and diffusion sluices),
supporting water works (dams, culverts, pumping stations, discharge ponds, flash board barracks, explosion
sluices and culverts);
Military fortifications: fortified towns, forts, defence works, batteries, casemates, group shelters, other military objects (trenches, tank barriers, blockades, covered roads).
All of the landscape- and constructed elements together (the attributes) express the Outstanding Universal
Value and its core qualities.
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THE THREE CORE QUALITIES AND ITS ELEMENTS OF THE DUTCH WATER DEFENCE LINES AS
DESCRIBES IN THE NOMINATION DOSSIER
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4 NEW DUTCH WATERLINE UTRECHT-EAST
4.1 Waterline landscape
We are zooming in closer and closer to the New Dutch Waterline of which Laagraven is a part. In the Northern
and Souther parts of the province of Utrecht (the Vecht river area and from the river Lek towards the South)
the waterline is not a very complicated system. The Main Defence Line, which often also served as the inundation barrier, is situated at the edge of the safe area there. Inundation plains are stretched out in the dangerous area. Forts close off the accesses towards the safe area.
On the East and Southeast side of Utrecht, the system is a bit more complicated. There, the area consists of
the river landscape and various higher and lower lying riverbeds. Vast inundation plains could not be made
here. The lower lying grounds were too small to construct sufficient surface of inundation plains.
The present situation of the New Dutch Waterline on the East side of Utrecht are presented
on the map Regional Waterline Landscape (page 17)
Double ring of forts
Around 1885, the impact and reach of the artillery increased greatly. This forced an extension of the defence
line on the Eastern side of Utrecht. The enemy was expected to approach from the East, and would have to be
kept a long way away. A double ring of forts was realised. The inner ring was built from around 1830, mostly at
the edge of the city of Utrecht (and now inside the city).
The outer ring was laid out further East of the city, between approximately 1870 - 1880. This area consisted of
accesses and smaller inundation zones in the 'basin' areas. Mostly these were formed by riverbeds with roads,
dating back from the middle ages. Railroads also served as accesses so they had to be defended as well.
Constructions on the outer ring to the South of the Koningslaan are fort Vechten, fort ’t Hemeltje and the Batteries at the Overeindseweg. The Lunettes and Fort Jutphaas are part of the inner ring.
Inundation system
The challenging inundation possibilities necessitated the build of an extended and complicated inundation
system. Water could be supplied via the Kromme Rihine and the Vaartse Rhine, close to the city. To reach a
sufficient level of inundation, there was a need to bring in water from farther away. This water was let in from
the river Lek at Fort Honswijk and routed to the Lunettes via the Schalkwijkse Wetering and a partly new inundation channel (1871-1873). From there, the inundations could be secured. The inundation plains were confined by a system of quays, oftentimes already existing polder quays and dikes. The quays held back the water and prevented it from flowing away.
Main Defence Line
Near Utrecht, the Main Defence Line was less clearly a line compared to other parts of the Waterline. Originally, the Main Defence Line ran along the Southside of the city, from Lunet IV to the West, and roughly following
the Vaartse Rhine river. NaAfter completion of the new inundation channel in 1873, the Main Defence Line
followed this channel, from the Batteries at the Overeindseweg to the Lunettes. In 1938 the line was partly
moved to the East, to include the new Lek channel in the safe zone of the Waterline. During the mobilisation of
troops in World War I the Main Defence Line South of the Lunettes was moved to the Waijensedijk. This relocation was connected to the construction of a series of concrete group shelters on the East side of the city,
from Fort Hoofddijk, along the forts Rijnauwen, Vechten and ' Hemeltje all the way to the Koppeldijk. The
group shelters were meant to safeguard the infantry from the enemy's shelling. In this same period, construction of a zig-zagged anti-tank trench on the East side of Utrecht. The greatest pasrt was built near the end of
the 1930s. The anti-tank trench is routed from the North side of the Utrechtseweg (N237) along the fronts of
the Forts Hoofddijk, Rijnauwen, Vechten and ' Hemeltje all the way to the Koppeldijk.
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Waterline landscape after World War II
After World War II, the New Dutch Waterline was made redundant, although the Prohibited Circles Act was
only revoked in 1963. The spatial restrictions of the Waterline were no longer active. Utrecht was free to
sprawl into the former strategiacally deployed landscape. Although the forts were preserved, the context of
landscape and the context of defence underwent major changes.

4.2 Core Qualities
The core qualities of the New Dutch Waterline, related to the landscape situation of Utrecht-East, are the following (Nomination dossier p. 87-88):
Water management system:
A narrow inundation plain, thanks to the higher sandy landscape of the Utrecht Hill Ridge and the riverbed of
the Kromme Rhine;
Remarkable water works, amongh which the Explosion Sluice;
Inundation plains on the Northern and Southern edge of Utrecht are used for building houses and industrial
estates.
Strategically deployed landscape:
The continued Main Defence Line is now surrounded by mainly urbanised areas;
The original route of the Main Defence Line is partly recognisable in the city's structure, although not in a very
expressive way;
First ring of forts is incorporated in the city, the Prohibited Circles have been urbanised for a large part;
The second ring of forts consists of large, characteristic forts in a green setting, the Prohibited Circles here are
partly intact and open.
Military fortifications:
The double ring of forts is unique;
The abundance of military objects in the space between the rings of forts: casemates and group shelters mark
the second ring of forts.
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THE COMPLICATED STRATEGIC SYSTEM ON THE EAST SIDE OF UTRECHT IN 1940, WITH ITS DOUBLE RING OF
FORTS, RELATIVELY SMALL INUNDATION PLAINS, INUNDATION CHANNELS AND ACCESSES (ROADS, RAILROADS).
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5 NEW DUTCH WATERLINE LAAGRAVEN
5.1 Laagraven and the New Dutch Waterline
This chapter will elaborate on the specific properties of the Waterline in the Laagraven
area (elements, functions) and the position of this area in the whole of the Waterline.
The landscape before the New Dutch Waterline
We have arrived at Laagraven, the part that is the main concern of this area analysis. We will describe the
historic development of the landscape, so it will be clear how, for instance, the inundation plains were formed
in the strategically deployed landscape of the New Dutch Waterline. The New Dutch Waterline in Laagraven is
typical for the Waterline in Urecht-East. It is part of the river landcsape, with its array of dished grounds and
riverbeds, such as the Jutphase stroomrug that runs from East to West. Laagraven and its surroundings were
cultivated in the Middle Ages, around the year 1000. The Overeindseweg served as a base to cultivate the
land into North-South directed plots (these were called cope-cultivations) on the dished grounds West of the
Heemsteedseweg - Koppeldijk. The area to the North of the Ravensewetering was also part of this. A bit further to the East, the ridges of the riverbeds were cultivated from the Waijensedijk. To the South of the
Langeweg (later to be the surroundings of Heemstede Castle) a more irregular cultivation was made on the
riverbeds and its ridges.
Appendix 1 Map of river ridges and basins Laagraven and surroundings
Other monuments
Several other monuments are still present in the present day landscape. These are important to a future, integral area analysis. In the present day landscape, the cultivation and the direction of the plots are still present
and discernable. This is the case along the Waijensedijk, to the East of the Koppeldijk and on either side of the
Heemsteedseweg. Along the axes of cultivation along the Overeindsweg, Heemsteedseweg and Waijensedijk.
Along these 'ribbons', a number of historical farms can be found.
Situated at the Heemsteedseweg are the manor house Heemstede, which is a National monument, and its
accompanying park. Thiese are incorporated within the lines of the original agricultural cultivation pattern. The
central axis is interrupted by the A27 motorway, but still runs all the way to the original gate posts at the Peppelkade in Houten.
Appendix 2 Overview of other National and municipal monuments in the area

Topografische kaart 1

1HISTORICAL FARM CLUSTER AROUND OVEREINDSEWEG 36
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First and second ring, accesses
In Laagraven, the inner and outer ring of the New Dutch Waterline join together. For a small part, the area lies
within the circle of influence of the inner ring (field of fire of Fort Jutphaas), but it mainly served as part of the
outer ring. The batteries at the Overeindseweg and Fort ’t Hemeltje belong to this too, both including their
fields of fire. ’t Hemeltje is situated just outside Laagraven, but it is visible from the Waijensedijk. Parts of the
fields of fire are still situated within the area.
The higher ground of the Jutphaas ridge made it difiicult to inundate the area to the East of the Vaartse Rhine.
Moreover, also situated on the ridge was the road Overeindseweg - Langeweg (partly through the basin area),
which was part of the road between Montfoort en Houten. This formed an access (where inundation is dificult),
defended at the West side by the Fort at Jutphaas (first ring, 1815 - 1826). To the East of the present day A27
the Langeweg was connected to a North-South connection Utrecht - Houten, which also formed an access.
This access and the railroad Utrecht -Den Bosch were defended by Fort ‘t Hemeltje (second ring, 1878 1881).
From 1871 to 1873, further to the East, the Batteries at the Overeindsweg (second ring) were built to support
Fort Jutphaas .These also served to defend the inundation channel towards the Lunettes (see below).
Inundation channels
Simultaneously with the construction of the batteries, the inundation channel was dug out. This also served as
a canal as a barrier to the east side of the batteries. The channel conected the Schalkwijkse Wetering a bit
further South to the four Lunettes (first ring). Because the channel crossed the access of the Overeindseweg,
extra defence measures were necessary, to prevent the enemy from entering and damming the channel. Near
the Batteries the Main Defence Line, formerly roughly following the Vaartse Rhine, now followed the inundation channel toward the Lunettes. A second inundation channel, largely the ancient Ravensewetering along
the Waijensedijk that has been there for centuries, ran from the Vaartse Rhine to the East so the area along
the Waijensedijk could be inundated. Nowadays, a culvert with a small dam sluice still reminds us of this.

GROUP SHELTERS IN THE MEADOW, THE
DAM SLUICE IN THE FOREGROUND

THE ROAD INUNDATION CHANNEL
SOUTH OF THE HOUTENSEWEG/N409

Group shelters WWI
To protect the infantry from enemy shelling, an array of concrete group shelters was built near the forts on the
East side of the city. On the 'in-side' of Fort ‘t Hemeltje dozens of group shelters were built along the line Waijensedijk - Marsdijk. Thirteen of these shelters (of the common types '1918/I' and '1918/II') are still present
along the Waijensedijk. The group shelters, together with the Marsdijk, functioned as the main defence line in
WWI. North of the dike, a cast iron turret casemate was built (type G, quite common). The casemate had a
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field of fire that covered the access of Utrecht to Houten, via Fort ‘t Hemeltje. Its remains are still situated in
the meadow, to the Southeast of the traffic junction Lunetten. The road is no longer there.
These concrete works dating from 1918 are still partly recognisable, in a linear context that dates back to a
double series of trenches, which are now almost completely filled up. Six shelters are laid out in linear fashion
on a non-inundatable area (a ridge) to the North side of the Waijensedijk. These are presently as good as
invisible bnecause of the trees and shrubs that were planted.
Explosion Sluice
The connection between Montfoort and Houten via the Overeindseweg was interrupted by the construction of
the Amsterdam-Rhine channel (1933-1952). This channel became a large new access in the waterline.
The solution was found shortly before WWII in the construction of an explosion sluice near the side branch of
the Lek channel. This sluice, one of the last elements of the New Dutch Waterline, is part of the second ring
and was meant to dam the channel almost instantly. The waterline shifted to the East in this area, the Main

LAAGRAVEN AND SURROUNDINGS AROUND 1925, ON THE TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP 1:25,000

Defence Line was now situated in Laagraven along the inundation channel toward the batteries.
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5.2 Spacial dynamics after WOII
After the New Dutch Waterline became defunct, the city of Utrecht was free to expand towards the South and
East. From the 1960s on, Nieuwegein en Houten became important residential towns. Laagraven itself developed too. In the 1930s, the area was already intersected by the construction of the Amsterdam-Rhine channel.
After 1945, the A12 motorway (its construction started in the 1930s) was continued toward the East. Later, the
A27 was constructed through the Vechterbroek and Oud-Wulverbroek. The polders Laagraven en Overeind
lost their spatial unity as as a result of these infrastructural intersections.
South of the A12, the auction house and the trade center were built. A sand quarry was dug for the new motorway, and a second one on the South side of the Waijensedijk. Both are now in use as recreational parks.
The trade center and its surroundings expanded further to become an industrial estate: Laagraven Liesbosch.
To the North of the Utrechtseweg/N409 several greenhouse horticultural companies established themselves.
The Southern part of the Batteries at the Overeindseweg was demolished when the Amsterdam-Rhine channel was broadened in 1981. This also caused the explosion sluice to become completely surrounded by water.
The part of the inundation channel between the Waijensedijk and the A12 motorway was lost as cause of the
sand extraction. Around the year 2000, a golf course was created at the South side of Heemstede Castle. The
castle itself and its gardens were restored. A recent adition is the bridge for pedestrians and cyclists, from the
explosion sluice across the Amsterdam-Rijnkanaal (2015). Further developments in Laagraven and its consequences regarding the New Dutch Waterline are described in appendix 3: Spatial developments after 1945.

2THE BATTERIES AT THE OVEREINDSEWEG SEEN FROM THE INUNDATION QUAY (2ND
PLAIN)
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TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP FROM 1950 - ON THE LEFT: THE AMSTERDAM - RHINE CHANNEL, ON THE RIGHT TO THE NORTH OF THE ROAD: THE ACCES BETWEEN HOUTEN
AND UTRECHT VIA ’T HEMELTJE. THE FORT ITSELF IS NOT DISPLAYED ON THE MAP.
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MAP IMAGES,, TOP: 1970, CENTER: 1990, BOTTOM:
2018
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5.3 Remarkable character of the New Dutch Waterline at Laagraven
The double ring of forts on the East side of Utrecht is quite remarkable within the New Dutch Waterline.
This was a result of technical military developments (stronger artillery, longer field of fire) and the properties of
the landscape (smaller inundation plains). In Laagraven, both rings are joined. In this area, there are defence
works and elements that belong to both rings. Laagraven is therefore an example of the strategically deployed
landscape on the East side of the city with a comlicated but crucial inundation system.
Elements that belong to the remarkable character:






Field of fire of Fort Jutphaas (ring 1) and Fort’ t Hemeltje (ring 2);
Batteries at the Overeindseweg as extra defence of the access and the inundation channel (ring 2) toward
Lunetten;
The irregular inundation plains, with accesses on higher ground and the Ravensewetering inundation
channel;
The two-part Main Defence Line: along the inundation channel toward Lunetten and along the Waijensedijk/Ravensewetering;
The explosion Sluice (at the edge of the area, ring 2) to close off the breach in the waterline that was
caused by the construction of the Lek channel.

5.4 Core qualities and elements Laagraven
Water management system:
 Amsterdam-Rhine channel with Explosion Sluice;
 Part of the inundation channel Houtensche Wetering – Lunetten;
 Inundation channel Ravensewetering (inundation from the Vaartsche Rhine);
 Dam with culvert (dam sluice) in the Waijensedijk;
 Sluice at the Batteries at the Overeindseweg;
 Inundation plains: (parts of) polders Laagraven, De Koppel, Het Veld and Overeind;
 Inundation embankments Koppeldijk and on the West side of the inundation channel.
Strategically deployed landscape:
 Main Defence Line on the Ravensewetering - Waijensedijk (WW I);
 Main Defence Line along the inundation embankment (WW II);
 Access Overeindseweg-Langeweg (Jutphase ridge);
 Access part of the Waijensedijk;
 Prohibited Circles of Batteries at the Overeindseweg (300, 600 and 1000 meters);
 Prohibited Circles Fort at ’t Hemeltje (300, 600, 1000 meters);
 Prohibited Circles Fort Jutphaas (600, 1000 meters);
 Wooden house and shed in the first Prohibited Circle of the Batteries.
Military fortifications:
 Batteries at the Overeindseweg, including earthen walls, casemates and other constructions, thirteen
group shelters and the casemate along the Waijensedijk;
 Two group shelters and a casemate along the 2de Veld (Nieuwegein);
 Anti tank trench in the Overeindseweg.

The map on the following page displays the Waterline landscape Laagraven.

.
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6 QUALITIES AND SPACE FOR DEVELOPMENT
6.1 Zonering
This chapter elaborates on the elements of the waterline: what elements are well preserved, what elements
less so? Where can we identify concentrations of values, what zones can be defined? And how should we
weigh these values when potential developments arise?
This area analysis concentrates on the New Dutch Waterline. Other cultural historical values are only touched
upon. The space for development and starting points as described below are exclusively related to the core
qualities of the New Dutch Waterline.
Laagraven as a whole is part of the area that is nominated as World Heritage. Determining factors for this
World Heritage are the Outstanding Universal Values/ core qualities, without distinguishing important or less
important areas. There is a difference in intactness of the core qualities. In Laagraven we see elements of the
New Dutch Waterline that are complete and intact and in their original context. On the other hand, there are
elements for which the opposite is true. Based upon the remarkable character of the waterline in (see chapter
5.3 en 5.4) in this chapter we will take a look at the intactness, locations and relation between the elements
that together make up the core qualities.
From the crucial position of Laagraven for the whole of the waterline in Utrecht-East there are parts that structure the waterline landscape and, through their mutual relationships, offer an insight into the defence system.
Also, there are areas within Laagraven that are less specifically bound to the New Dutch Waterline.
1. zone: concentration zone
2. zone: waterline landscape in general
3. zone: waterline landscape on the safe side

The zones are displayed on the map 'Zoning Core Qualities Waterline landscape Laagraven.
Based upon the zoning, the starting points and directions for development according to the
Heritage guidelines for the New Dutch Waterline are presented (page 27)

.
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6.2 Explanation of the three zones
Concentration zone
Very 'strong' elements and locations are present within this area. Especially the constructions that are part of
the outer ring and the complicated system for inundation. A concentration zone is defined as a zone which
harbors a relatively large number of the core qualities and elements, concentrated together in a relatively intact situation. The specific functioning of the waterline in Laagraven is best experienced here. This can be
found in the following areas:
a) the inundation channel between the Batteries and the A12 motorway, especially between the Batteries and the Waijensedijk;
b) the Ravensewetering inundation channel;
c) the access Overeindseweg-Langeweg.
Several locations where the waterline is interrupted are included in the concentration zone, from a viewpoint of
coherence; these are located in crucial positions within the system of the waterline. The largest locations that
have been impaired are the two sand quarries/recreational areas at the junction of the two inundation cahnnels/main defence lines.
1. Inundation channel Batteries - A12

The inundation channel between the Batteries and the A12 motorway is one of the most important elements of
the intricate inundation system on the East side of Utrecht. In this area, there is a large number of coherent
and recognisable elements of the New Dutch Waterline: the workings of the waterline are understandable
here. There is a high level of recognisability:
•

•
•

•
•

•

The channel has a striking width and is intact to the South of the Waijensedijk, except for the part near the
crossing of the Laagravenseweg / Waijensedijk. The course has barely been altered since its construction.
The channel is strongly connected to the adjacent military constructions: a casemate, several (uncompleted) group shelters and the Batteries.
The embankment on the West side also functioned as quay and main defence line at the end of the
1930s. Near the Batteries the embankment was relocated, the Western branch of the channel was completed in 1970. This is not a disturbing factor for the recognisability of the Batteries.
The inundation plain on the other side of the channel (the East side) is mainly open and without buildings
up to the quay (Heemsteedseweg - Koppeldijk), however, there are some trees, orchards and shrubs.
The course of the East quay is still original, as is the profile of the het Southern part (Heemsteedseweg).
The profile of the Northern part, the Koppeldijk, between the Utrechtseweg and the Waijensedijk, was altered as a result of the broadening of the roads.
Along the Overeindseweg the strategically deployed landscape is a 1-on-1 overlay of the original agricultural landscape, which is flat and partly open. At the Overeindseweg the ribbon of farms and the 'copecultivation' are characteristics of the agricultural landscape. The original context of the landscape is very
well preserved along the Overeindseweg.

2. Ravensewetering inundation channel

Around the Waijensedijk and the Ravensewetering, a relatively large number of elements of the New Dutch
Waterline is still present. Their coherence is well visible. Dike, waterway, military objects and the rural context
are crucial to the understanding of the inundation on this side of Utrecht and to understand the relocation of
the Main Defence Line in WW I and WW II:
•
•
•

There is a strong coheremnce between the line-elements (waterway/inundation channel, dike/Main Defence Line WW I) and the military objects (group shelters, casemate and dam sluice).
The inundation plain is well recognisable on the North side of the Waijensedijk.
Around the Waijensedijk (between the A27 motorway and the Koppeldijk) the strategically deployed landscape is a 1-on-1 overlay of the original agricultural landscape, which is flat and partly open. Distinctive
are the Waijensedijk itself, the waterway, the ditches between plots and the small-scale ribbon of buildings. The original context of the landscape of the waterline is well preserved along the Waijensedijk.
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3. Access Overeindseweg - Langeweg

The access Overeindseweg - Langeweg partly overlaps the area of the Inundation channel Batteries
- A12 motorway. To the 'legibility' of the waterline landscape in Laagraven, the recognisability of the acces of
the Overeindseweg - Langeweg is essential. One of the main principles of the waterline, the defence of a road
from the 'inside' to the 'outside', is well imaginable in this zone.
•
•
•

Determining factors are the position in the open landscape, the historical ribbon of buildings along the
Overeindseweg and the straight alignment of the Overeindseweg-Langeweg in the direction of Houten.
Along the built-up part of the Overeindseweg (see above) there is a clear relation to the Batteries, one of
the defence works of the outer ring.
The fields of fire of the Batteries reached up to half the length of the Langeweg.

Zone Waterline landscape - general
In this zone, less characteristics and less concentrated elements of the New Dutch Waterline are present,
compared to the concentration zone. The core qualities, especially the field of fire and the inundation plain, are
specific to the waterline system but at the same time less eye-catching. The waterline landscape is largely
composed of the outer fields of fire of fort ’t Hemeltje and the Batteries and the inundation plain. The relationship between the fields of fire and the military objects is not very recognisable. The inundation plain was
seperated from the whole by the A27 motorway and the Amsterdam-Rhine channel, which makes it harder to
imagine how the inundation worked there.
The area to the East of the Koppeldijk-Heemsteedseweg represents the original landscape context of the waterline, with its ribbon of farms, the cultivation pattern with its plots positioned diagonally to the road, and the
manor house Heemstede as a remarkable element.
Zone Waterline landscape - safe side
The zone of the waterline landscape on the safe side consists of the area to the inside of the Main Defence
Line. This zone is therefore part of the area that was defended by the waterline, and it has no distinctive related waterline properties as such.
To the West of the inundation channel along the channel near the Batteries, a part of the safe side is inside
the confines of the proposed World Heritage. Therefore, only the fields of fire of the Batteries on the undafe
side are displayed on the map ‘Zoning Core Qualities Waterline landscape Laagraven’. This strip however,
also partly lies within the outer field of fire of Fort Jutphaas. The visual relation to the fort however was nullified
by the construction of the Amsterdam-Rhine channel and because of the inner field of fire being built-up to the
West side of said channel. There is no discernable expression of military use in gthe area, which is mostly in
use for orchards.

Laagraven has an important place in Utrecht East as far as the New Dutch Waterline is concerned. The concentration zone shows the function of Laagraven as a crucial link in the intricate system of inundation. Also, the outer ring of forts and the relocation of the Main Defence
Line. From the viewpoint of coherence, elements have been included in the concentration
zone that are not completely intact anymore, like the inundation plain that was transformed
into recreational areas.

.
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6.3 Starting points for development
IIn the area surrounding Utrecht, there are large spatial assignments in the field of housing, mobility and the
energy transition. Spatial developments present themselves in Laagraven too. The waterline offers chances in
the development process, for instance as a historical, natural and cultural part of the business establishment in
the region. There are also chances to improve the core qualities of the New Dutch Waterline. New functions
for waterline elements, like commercial expoitation of the forts, contribute to their maintenance and prevent
neglect or misuse.
For spatial developments that have an effect on the core qualities of the New Dutch
Waterline, two starting points were defined:
1. The core qualities shall not be affected. Not only in a physical sense, but also regarding visual integrity;
2. Possible developments shall strengthen the core qualities. The core qualities will be the starting point of
developments and will be taken advantage of where possible.
Explanation of the starting points
1. 'Affecting core qualities' in this context means: part or complete destruction of built objects, intersection,
building up, planting or excavation of elements of the New Dutch Waterline landscape.
'Loss of visual integrity' means visually affecting the proposed World Heritage by new developments, be it
within or outside the boundaries of the proposed World Heritage. Conservation of visual integrity maintaining the visibility of the coherence of the system and the lines of sight between the elements. It is also of
great importance that the scale of any development will be in line with the scale of the waterline's elements.
The principles for visual integrity in this context are defined in 2018 in the quality advisory team's publication
'On visual integrity'.
Starting point #1 is, in short: respecting the core qualities.
2. The second starting point is concerned with opportunities to strengthen the core qualities of the New
Dutch Waterline through developments. This means responding to the core qualities in such a way that
developments add quality to the area and the way it is experienced. For example: plans not only make use
of the natural and open character of a large part of the area, but actually strengthen the core qualities of
the New Dutch Waterline.

6.4 Directions of development for each zone
Based upon these two starting points, concrete directions for developments in the area can be given. Consecutively, the concentration zone, the zone ‘waterline landscape - general’ and the zone ‘waterline landscape safe side’ will be described.
In the Quality Guide for Landscapes of Utrecht, Area chapter Waterlines, a further elaboration on the development principles of the core qualities of the New Dutch Waterline. The development principles from the
Quality Guide apply to the Laagraven area are described in appendix 6.
Concentration zone
• Develop the landscape in places that have a partly open, flat, green and unpaved character. Strengthen
and use these properties in the land use.
• Just like the waterline did, base the functions upon the properties of the landscape. For instance, use
higher reachting vegetation on the ridge, lower plants in the basins and the inundation plains.
• Make use of, and develop, the line lements that belong to the waterline with their original alignment (linear
character) and profile (narrow, for the most part). New land and water connections shall always be subordinate to the waterline system (alignment, profile).
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•
•

Strengthen the lines of sight: access - fort from Main Defence Line to group shelters, from quay to inundation plain.
Use the objects, in coherence with the line- and plain-objects of the New Strive for improvement of quality
Dutch Waterline, as carriers of the identity of the area.and the cancellation of disturbing elements by
matching opportunities in spatial developments.

Zone waterline landscape general
•

•
•
•

Utilise the waterline as a spatial planning principle with the Main Defence Line as carrier of the structure
and border between denser areas and the open meadows/inundation plain. Use and strengthen parts of
the landscape that show the original landscape context of the waterline as carriers of its identity.
Just like the waterline did, base the functions upon the properties of the landscape. For instance, use
higher reachting vegetation on the ridge, lower plants in the basins and the inundation plains.
Use and strengthen existing lines of sight between the zone waterline landscape - general and the concentration zone, and build and restore lines of sight.
Strive for improvement of quality and the cancellation of bottlenecks by matching opportunities in spatial
developments. For instance, strengthening the imaginability of inundation.

Zone waterline landscapape - safe side
• Use the area to the inside of the main defence line/inundation quay to emphasise the contrast with the
inundation plain, the 'dangerous side'. On the safe side, the area can be more densely built, to strengthen
the contrast.
• Appropriate size, scale and form of new developments are vital (visual integrity of quay, channel, Batteries).

Resume
The area analysis Laagraven describes the core qiualities in Laagraven that will have to be taken into account
for future develpoments in the area. The New Dutch Waterline defines the starting points (6.3) and the directions for development per zone (6.4). This determines the space for desired developments and the demands
that are being put forward to the area. So there are different possibilities and different amount of space given
to development depending on the specific type of development.
The area analysis delivers input for future developments and is therefore a building block for further vision and
spatial planning in the area. An integral consideration should be made when weighing the various interests in
the area.

Map of opportunities New Dutch Waterline
Opportunities for the New Dutch Waterline in Laagraven, stemming from this area analysis, which can be used
in spatial development, are described and displayed on the map of opportunities(appendix 7). The map describes a number of potential developments in and just outside the Laagraven area that can strengthen the
core qiualities of the New Dutch Waterline. Depending on the course that will be chosen for Laagraven, these
opportunities may be more or less relevant.

.
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APPENDIX 1

Global soil map Laagraven and surroundings
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APPENDIX 2

Overview of other cultural historical values Laagraven

Monuments
Apart from the New Dutch Waterline, several other National and municipal monuments are present in the area.
National monuments
• Heemsteedseweg 6, farm De Viersprong, late 18th century;
• Heemsteedseweg near 6, barn 19th century, near farm De Viersprong;
• Heemsteedseweg 8, Jacobahoeve, longhouse farm, end of 18thcentury;
• Heemsteedseweg 10, Hoeve ’t Rechthuis, cross house farm 18th century, adjacent baking house from the
period 1810 - 1832;
• Heemsteedseweg 26, Heemstede castle, main and secondary buildings, garden and park
Municipal monuments, Houten
• Heemsteedseweg bij 8, baking and summer house, barn near the Jacobahoeve;
• Heemsteedseweg bij 8, screen of Lime trees near the Jacobahoeve;
• Heemsteedseweg bij 8, idem;
• Heemsteedseweg bij 8, idem;
• Heemsteedseweg 28, long house farm, around 1900 replacing the 18th-century gatekeeper's house near
the main gate of Heemstede castle;
• Heemsteedseweg 30 - 32, long house farm 18th century;
• Heemsteedseweg 32a, barn.
Municipal monuments Nieuwegein
• Overeindseweg 27, farm, barn, haystack and orchard, 1886;
• Overeindseweg 38, farm, 1700 - 1800.
A relatively large number of monuments is part of the ribbon of buildings along the Heemsteedseweg:
• Heemsteedseweg 6 en 8, farms and secondary buildings and three screens of lime trees;
• Heemstede Castle (nr. 26) and secondary buildings, garden and park, gatekeeper's house (28);
• Heemsteedseweg 30-32, farm.
Overeindseweg 27 is situated on the East side of the Batteries at the Overeindseweg and visually is part of
this ensemble. Nr. 38. is part of a cluster of several (historical) farms and secondary buildings on both sides of
the road.
Cultural Historical Atlas province of Utrecht (CHAT)
On the web site of the Cultural Historical Atlas (CHAT, https://utrecht.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapAnd AppGallery/index.html?appid=c25fa592c03d43358b672471ac9f023d) there is a digital cartographical overview of
cultural heritage in the province of Utrecht. The thematical maps (Military heritage, Agricultural heritage, Historical manor houses and Historical Infrastructure) show specific information about these themes. The entire
area of Laagraven, as described in this area analysis, is subject to the provincial Military Heritage policy. From
1-1-2021 on, if awarded, it will be subject to the policy for the UNESCO-World Heritage Dutch Water Defence
Lines
CHAT- Military heritage
This concerns the elements of the New Dutch Waterline, as described in this area analysis.
CHAT- Manor houses and estates
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The National monumental complex of Heemstede castle and its park is found here. On the map, a line of sight
across the A27 motorway is included (a former lane from the time of construction to the gate at the Peppelkade).
The CHAT-Agricultural Heritage and the overview map also show the ribbons of buildings at the Overeindseweg en Heemsteedseweg, more or less overlapping the aforementioned clusters of monuments.
For the CHAT- Historical Infrastructure, the Koppeldijk, Waijensedijk, Langeweg, Heemsteedseweg (formerly
Heemsteedsedijk) are important. The waterways along it belong to the historical water management system.

MAP IMAGE CHAT WITH NATIONAL MONUMENTS, LINES FROM THE CONSTRUCTION
OF HEEMSTEDE AND HISTORICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

HISTORICAL CLUSTER OF FARMS, OVEREINDSEWEG 36
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APPENDIX 3

Spatial developments after 1945 and its consequences in the waterline landscape Laagraven.

Spatial developments after 1945 and consequences to the waterline landscape Laagraven
In the period after WWII several spatial developments have taken place in the waterline landscape Laagraven.
The construction of the A12 motorway (started before 1940), the A27 motorway and (the widening of) the Amsterdam-Rhine channel have isolated the area from the broader context of the waterline, Utrecht East. Many
spatial and visual relations with the surrounding waterline areas and elements have been interrupted. The
understandability of the system has decreased as a result of this, especially where relating elements have
become seperated from each other or in places where relatively small-scale line elements are intersected by
large-scale infrastructure. For instance, the line of sight between Fort ‘t Hemeltje and Laagraven is interrupted
by the A27 motorway, the acces of the Langeweg has a dead end because of this motorway, the access of
the Overeindseweg is intersected by the Amsterdam-Rhine channel and the inundation channel toward Lunetten 'disappears' under the A12 motorway. The demolition of the Southern part of the Battteries as a result of
the widening of the Amsterdam-Rhine channel, the fortification work as a whole is affected. Also, the island
fort is no longer completely surrounded by water.
Within the Laagraven area, especially the surfaces of inundation fields and the fields of fire have been shrunken because of the sand extractions and consecutive construction of the two recreational areas. Part of the
inundation channel near the crossing of the Laagravenseweg and Waijensedijk was relocated, this is also the
case on the West side of the Northern lake. The accompanyoing inundation embankment and gun emplacements are no longer present there.
Connections and function of the channel within the whole are unclear at these locations. An earthen wall was
laid along the inundation embankment Koppeldijk on the North side of the Waijensedij. The quay as a whole is
rendered not very recognisable after WW II because of its function as a route to the former traffic junction Lunetten.

THE INUNDATION CHANNEL NEAR THE JUNCTION LAAGRAVENSEWEG / WAIJENSEDIJK.
ORIGINAL SITUATION IN 1950 ON THE LEFT, ON THE RIGHT THE CHANNEL AROUND
1985. THE RELOCATION IS CIRCLED IN BLUE.
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APPENDIX 4

Factsheet New Dutch Waterline Laagraven

(Based on the Nomination dossier version 2017, Appendices, p. 528-532)
Area

nr. 10: Kraag van Utrecht

Boundary

Laagraven is confined by the A12 motorway in the North, the A27 motorway on the
East, the Amsterdam-Rhine channel in the South and the Laagravenseweg/N409
to the Westen.

Municipality

Nieuwegein and Houten; Koppeldijk is the border.

Basic landscape

River landscape of the Rhine and Jutphase ridge from East to West; the basins
have been cultivated in narrow plots from the 11th century: generally North - South
plots and ditches to the West of the Heemsteedseweg - Koppeldijk with the Overeindseweg as basis and the Ravense wetering waterway as border between the
polders Overeind en Laag Raven, the narrow allotment parallel and to the South of
the Langeweg (Heemstede castle) and the irregular allotment between Langeweg
and Koppeldijk, with the Waijensedijk as basis.

Position in New Dutch Waterline In second part of basin V North of the river Lek, between the Kromme
Rhine and the river Lek; the basin is confined on the North side by the inundation
channel between the Lek channel and the Lunettes.
Inundation

The area could be inundated by Lekwater, straight via Honswijk, possibly with water, via dam sluices, from the Merwede channel between Vreeswijk and Oog in Al.
To be able to transport the water to the North from the river Lek via the Lek channel (dug out in 1938) quicker, a new inundation channel toward the canals of the
Lunettes was dug out, so the Ridderschapsvaart could be supplied via the
dammed Kromme Rhine river.

Building phases

Phase 1 (1815-1826) as part of the first ring of forts around Utrecht with Fort Jutphaas as the most southernly construction (outside of Laagraven); end of phase 3
(1867-1873) with the Batteries at the Overeindseweg as an extra access closure
and defence of the inundation channel, also 1873; phase 4 (1871-1886) construction of Fort bij ’t Hemeltje (only the Prohibited Circles of the Fort are relevant);
phase 6 (1914-1940) construction of the concrete reinforcements along the Waijensedijk as Main Defence Line during WW I.

Militaire werken

Batterijen aan de Overeindseweg, inclusief aardwerken, kazematten en andere
gebouwen; 13 groepsschuilplaatsen en 1 kazemat langs de Waijensedijk (onderdeel cluster 48), 2 groepsschuilplaatsen en 1 kazemat langs het 2de Veld (Nieuwegein); tankversperring in de Overeindseweg.

Core qualities and accompanying elements
Water management

Amsterdam-Rhine channel with Explosion Sluice; part of the inundation
channel Houtensche Wetering- Lunetten; Ravensewetering (inundation from
Vaartsche Rhine); 1 dam with culvert in the Waijensedijk, 1 sluice at the Batteries
at the Overeindseweg; polders Laagraven (N5.13.42), De Koppel (N5.13.43),
Het Veld (N5.13.44) and Overeind (N5.13.45); inundation embankment Koppeldijk
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and West side inundation channel.
Strategically deployed landscape Main defence line on the Ravensewetering- Waijensedijk (WW I) and the
Inundation embankment (WO II); part of Basin V; access OvereindsewegLangeweg (Jutphaas ridge); access part of Waijensedijk; Prohibited Circles of Batteries at the Overeindseweg (300, 600, 1000 meters), Fort bij ’t Hemeltje (300, 600,
1000 meters) and Fort Jutphaas (600, 1000 meters); wooden house and shed in
the first Prohibited Circle of the Batteries.
Military fortifications

Batteries at the Overeindseweg, including earthen walls, casemates and other
buildings; 13 group shelters and one casemate along the Waijensedijk (part of cluster 48), 2 group shelters and one casemate along the 2de Veld (Nieuwegein); anti
tank trench in the Overeindseweg.

.

THE BATTERIES AT THE OVEREINDSEWEG IN 1940; SEEN FROM THE NORTH. THE PART OF THE BATTERIES ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE ROAD WERE DEMOLISHED WHEN THE AMSTERDAM-RHINE
CHANNEL WAS WIDENED IN 1981
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THE NEW DUTCH WATERLINE IN LAAGRAVEN; ELEMENTS OF THE PRESENT SITUATION, PROJECTED ON
THE TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF 1935
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APPENDIX 5

Elements of the present day waterline landscape Laagraven
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LEFT: RELOCATED INUNDATION CHANNEL NEAR THE NORTHERN RECREATIONAL LAKE AND RIGHT:
ALONG THE WAIJENSEDIJK.

LEFT: INUNDATION CHANNEL ALONG THE WAIJENSEDIJK, TOWARD LAAGRAVENSEWEG (N408). RIGHT: RELATION
INUNDATION CHANNEL - CASEMATE - INUNDATION CHANNEL.

PART OF THE INUNDATION PLAIN TO THE NORTH OF THE WAIJENSEDIJK. IN THE MEADOW:
TWO GROUP SHELTERS, BEHIND T
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APPENDIX 6

Principles for development New Dutch Waterline

Development principles New Dutch Waterline(Source: Quality Guide Landscapes of
Utrechtse, section Waterlines)
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APPENDIX 7

Map of opportunities Waterline Landscape Laagraven
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Map of opportunities
On the map of opportunities, a number of possible spatial developments within and just outside Laagraven
that can strengthen the core qualities of the New Dutch Waterline in this area.
These opportunities are outlined for the waterline. Opportunities for other (cultural historic) values, like Heemstede Castle, are not included in this overview.
1. Openness and experience concentration zone/inundation plain: improvement line of sight by planting
shrubs, preferrably from embankment (inundation channel) to embankment (Heemsteedseweg).
2. Openness and experience concentration zone/inundation plain: improvement of line of sight by planting orchard, preferrably from embankment (inundation channel) to embankment (Heemsteedseweg).
3. Strengthening the continuity and spatial coherence of inundation channel and recreational route.
4. Incorporation and design assignment for recreational landscape, in coherence with New Dutch Waterline.
5. Strengthening the continuity and spatial coherence of inundation channel and ribbon.
6. For urban transformation: spatial densification ‘safe side’ of the Main Defence Line.
7. Reconstruction of the inundation channel and embankment as a straight line.
8. Bottleneck A12 motorway: building continuity of water connection and recreational route along the inundation channel.
9. Strengthening of qualities or the ribbon, lines of sight and objects New Dutch Waterline.
10. Bottleneck A27 motorway: continuity access (visibility/recreational connection).
11. Reconstruction line of sight between ‘t Hemeltje and inundation plain.
12. Alleviating spatial impact Houtenseweg - Utrechtseweg/N409 on the area.
13. Improve visibilty/logic accesses
14. Improve spatial relation/through-line access.
15. Improve profile/spatial coherence of inundation embankment (strengthening ribbon).
16. Improve visibility and experience of access.
17. Relocation/demolition of scattered greenhouses, possibly in in combination with sustainable (agricultural?) land use that can guarantee maintaining of the openness.

To take advantage of these opportunities, sometimes further (archival) research into waterline elements may be nece ssary. For instance, the original profile of the inundation channel as an improvement of the crossing of the A12 motorway,
or the (part) reconstruction of the channel near the crossing Laagravenseweg / Waijensedijk.
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